Its starting to look a lot like Hanukkah......

It’s always these Jews saying things like this government funded, Jewesses Ingrid Lomfors who makes the retarded and obviously lying claim native Swedish culture does not exist so open them gates on Europe baby! Funny how Sweden got to the 2nd largest rape capital on earth could it be as those crime stats show the rapes are being done by 100% non-White invaders. No that would make you bad Goyim for saying it aloud.

Sweden had a Swedish culture and now thanks to the Jews its just got a third world rape culture.
Jewish Head of Germany's Extreme Left Calls Native Germans "Nazis" and Their Extinction "Fortunate"
Jewish activist Anetta Kahane wants to destroy Europe via non-European immigration:
http://www.redicecreations.com/article.php?id=30117
INGRID LOMFORS:  
* Education: Hebrew university in Jerusalem and Hebrew College in Boston.  
* General Secretary at the Jewish Synagogue / Jewish Community in Stockholm  
* Is the head of the "Forum for living history" in Sweden

PRESENTED THE FOLLOWING POINTS TO THE SWEDISH GOVERNMENT ON OCT 12, 2015

1. "IMMIGRATION IS NOTHING NEW”
2. "WE ARE ALL A CONSEQUENCE OF IMMIGRATION”
3. "THERE IS NO DOMESTIC SWEDISH CULTURE”

QUESTION FOR YOU INGRID: WHY DON'T YOU GO TO ISRAEL AND PREACH YOUR IMMIGRATION MESSAGE?
This brave woman, who is just such a counter culture rebel is trying to convince Swedes - yet again - that there isn't such a thing such as a "native Swedish culture."

This courageous woman, Ingrid Lomfors, who just happens to be Jewish, has not only been educated in Jerusalem at the Hebrew University. She's also been trained at the Hebrew collage in Boston. She is the general secretary at the Jewish Synagogue / Jewish Community in Stockholm, Sweden.

Currently she is the head of the "Forum for living history" in Sweden.

Well today right here dear reader is where you'll see a true history enthusiast share their knowledge and wisdom with you.......